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Abstract
Background: Between 1997 and 2010, the English government pursued an ambitious programme to reduce health
inequalities, the explicit and sustained commitment of which was historically and internationally unique. Previous
evaluations have produced mixed results. None of these evaluations have, however, compared the trends in health
inequalities within England with those in other European countries. We carried out an innovative analysis to assess
whether changes in trends in health inequalities observed in England after the implementation of its programme,
have been more favourable than those in other countries without such a programme.
Methods: Data were obtained from nationally representative surveys carried out in England, Finland, the Netherlands
and Italy for years around 1990, 2000 and 2010. A modified difference-in-difference approach was used to assess
whether trends in health inequalities in 2000–2010 were more favourable as compared to the period 1990–2000 in
England, and the changes in trends in inequalities after 2000 in England were then compared to those in the three
comparison countries. Health outcomes were self-assessed health, long-standing health problems, smoking status and
obesity. Education was used as indicator of socioeconomic position.
Results: After the implementation of the English strategy, more favourable trends in some health indicators were
observed among low-educated people, but trends in health inequalities in 2000–2010 in England were not more
favourable than those observed in the period 1990–2000. For most health indicators, changes in trends of health
inequalities after 2000 in England were also not significantly different from those seen in the other countries.
Conclusions: In this rigorous analysis comparing trends in health inequalities in England both over time and between
countries, we could not detect a favourable effect of the English strategy. Our analysis illustrates the usefulness of a
modified difference-in-difference approach for assessing the impact of policies on population-level health inequalities.
Keywords: Health inequality, English strategy, Self-assessed health, Long-standing health problems, Obesity, Smoking,
Difference-in-difference analysis, Europe
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Background
Between 1997 and 2010, the English government made reducing health inequalities part of its core political
programme [27]. It developed and implemented a strategy
that—in the government’s own words—was “the most comprehensive programme of work to tackle health inequalities
ever undertaken in this country” [16]. This contained a
number of comprehensive and coordinated policies, which
were clearly documented and monitored in a series of
reports [15–21, 28].
The English strategy to reduce health inequalities was
shaped in two steps [40, 41], of which the first was taken
in 1999, when the Department of Health issued “Reducing
Health Inequalities: an Action Report” [16]. This set out
national actions across a broad front including raising living standards and tackling low income, family support
policies, tax-reduction and long-term care for the elderly,
anti-smoking policies, improving early education (“Sure
Start”) and promoting healthy communities, as well as
some broader policies in the areas of education, employment and housing. It largely followed the recommendations of the Acheson committee which were based on the
best available evidence in the late 1990s [15].
The second step followed in 2003 when a more focused
strategy was laid down in “Tackling Health Inequalities: a
Program for Action” [18]. Following an interdepartmental
review of progress [17], it announced a revised strategy
which contained 12 “headline indicators” (i.e., specific targets for intermediate outcomes) and 82 “departmental
commitments”, that together were expected to ensure the
timely delivery of two new overall targets: “to narrow the
gap in life expectancy between areas and the difference in
infant mortality across social classes by 10 % in 2010”.
The revised strategy also had a stronger emphasis on
“downstream” policies than the 1999 Action Report, such
as reducing smoking in manual social groups, managing
other risks for coronary heart disease and cancer (e.g.,
poor diet and obesity, physical inactivity, hypertension),
improving housing quality by tackling cold and dampness,
and reducing accidents at home and on the road. The
total budget exceeded £20 billion [18].
A remarkable series of reports systematically assessing
and reviewing progress in achieving “headline indicators”
and fulfilling “departmental commitments” followed. The
high level of government commitment to reducing health
inequalities was matched by an equally remarkable commitment to critically review, revise and then re-review its
policies [40]. It has been noted that, quite clearly, the
English strategy to reduce health inequalities was both
historically and internationally unique [39, 44].
When the strategy came to an end, however, after the
election in 2010 of a new government, the results turned
out to be less encouraging than most people had expected.
On the one hand, all the departmental commitments were
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fulfilled, indicating that all elements of the strategy as originally planned had been implemented, from “Sure Start”
to the creation of sports facilities, from neighbourhood renewal programmes to smoking cessation support, and
from improving access to health care services to reducing
fuel poverty [19, 20, 41]. This by itself was a great achievement, but only some of the headline indicators showed reduced inequalities, in terms of smaller relative or absolute
inequalities in intermediate outcomes like educational
outcomes, child poverty or cardiovascular risks. Others,
including those that matter for inequalities in life expectancy and infant mortality, such as on primary care, diet
and smoking, suggested stable or even increased inequalities between socioeconomic groups [19, 20, 41, 42].
There was no evidence at all for a reduction of inequalities
in infant mortality or life expectancy, as stipulated in the
overall targets [21, 41].
However, one potential problem with most existing evaluations of the English strategy is that these mainly investigated the trends in health inequalities within England after
the implementation of the strategy, sometimes as compared to the trends before the implementation of the strategy, but never as compared to the trends in other
countries. Given that a widening of health inequalities over
the past decades has been observed in many European
countries [45, 46], a relevant question is whether health
inequalities in England have perhaps widened less than
elsewhere thanks to the English strategy, as compared to
the trends in other countries which have taken less action
to tackle health inequalities.
This paper therefore extends existing evaluations by
first assessing the change in trend in health inequalities
in England between 1990 and 2000 (during which the
English strategy had not yet been generally implemented)
and 2000–2010 (during which the main effects of the
strategy could be expected), and then comparing this
change in trend, if any, with the trend change occurring in
3 comparison countries.
For comparison we selected countries that were in a
similar stage of awareness of health inequalities, but that
had not implemented a national strategy to tackle health
inequalities. Our selection of countries was guided by
several studies that have characterized national policy developments in this area in European countries [35, 44, 59].
Based on a strong tradition of measuring and investigating
health inequalities, Finland launched a national public
health programme with explicit priorities for reducing
health inequalities, which were elaborated in a specific
programme on reducing health inequalities conducted between 2008 and 2011. No resources however, were allocated for the latter programme except for doing more
research, and it was not implemented in practice [53]). In
terms of Whitehead’s action spectrum, the Netherlands
was already in a phase of “structured development” in the
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late 1990s [59]. After 2 5-year research programmes, a
national programme to tackle health inequalities was proposed in 2001, but was never implemented, mainly because
of a sudden change in government [49, 50]. In Italy, a country in a stage of “concern” with regard to health inequalities
according to Whitehead’s action spectrum, a serious level
of awareness was evidenced by national research programmes, but again, no coordinated action to tackle health
inequalities was taken by the national government [35, 44]).
We did not choose other parts of the United Kingdom
(Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) as the comparison
countries because, although they may be more comparable
to England, they also underwent significant policy changes
to reduce health inequalities after 2000 [35].
For our evaluation of the English strategy, we used
individual-level data from national health interview surveys, which allowed us to study trends in inequalities in
health (self-assessed health, long-standing health problems)
and in determinants of health (smoking and obesity). Like
mortality and life expectancy, self-assessed health and
long-standing health problems are generic health outcomes
for which socioeconomic inequalities have been extensively
documented [23, 37]. Many elements of the English strategy may have contributed to a favourable change in the
trend in inequalities for these health outcomes, including
improvements in material living conditions, health-related
behaviours like smoking, diet and exercise, and access and
quality of care [16, 18]. Smoking and obesity were directly
targeted by the English strategy, which explicitly aimed to
reduce inequalities in smoking (e.g., by increasing access to
smoking cessation services) and to improve diet and physical activity [18].
We aimed to investigate the effect of the English strategy by assessing whether trends in inequalities in these
health outcomes were more favourable in 2000–2010 as
compared to those in 1990–2000 in England, and whether
the changes in trends in inequalities after 2000 in England
were more favourable than those in the three comparison
countries.

Methods
Data

We obtained nationally representative health surveys or
multipurpose surveys with a health component from
England, Finland, the Netherlands and Italy (Table 1).
The available years of surveys differed slightly between
countries, but all of them were around 1990, 2000 or
2010. The selected surveys were identical over time for
England and Finland, but not for the Netherlands and
Italy. Given that our main aim was to investigate the
changes in trends in health inequalities between 1990–
2000 and 2000–2010 in England and whether these
changes in trends were more favourable in England than
in the three comparison countries, we focused on the
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Table 1 Countries included in the analysis and sources of data
Country

Survey year

Survey names

England

1991–1992; 2000;
2010

Health Survey for England

Finland

1989; 1999; 2009

Health Behaviour and Health

The
Netherlands

1990

Ongoing Survey of Living
Conditions (DLO)

2000; 2009

Permanent Survey of Living
Conditions (POLS)

Italy

1990

Multipurpose Family Survey

2000

Health and Health Care Utilization

2010

Multipurpose Family Survey-Aspects
of daily living

The Finnish data used in this study are the data combined from the two Finish
studies: “Health behaviour and health among Finnish adult population (AVTK)”,
which includes respondents who are 15–64 years old, and “Health behaviour
and health among the Finnish elderly (EVTK)”, which includes respondents
who are older than 64 years

comparability over time within each country and considered the risk of bias due to between-country variations in data collection to be limited. All the selected
surveys had a high degree of comparability withincountry over time in the aspects of sampling strategy,
survey questions and answers, thus could be used to
analyse the trends over time [11, 24, 31–33, 36, 55].
Details on data collection in each country are
reported in the Additional file 1: Table SA1. The age
range used in the analyses was 16–79 years. Older
respondents were excluded to avoid the potential bias
caused by the exclusion of institutionalized population
in most surveys. Survey weights which were designed
to make the sample representative of the whole population were available in some countries and years.
Specifically, weights were available for the data from
England in 2010, the Netherlands in 1990/2000/2010
and Italy in 1990/2000. Most of the weights are
normal sampling weights, which make the samples
nationally representative. Weights in the Dutch survey
in 2000 and 2010 are “expansion” weights, which are
used so that the weighted data reflect the size of the
total Dutch population. In order to be comparable to
those in the other years and other countries, weights
in the Dutch survey in 2000 and 2010 were scaled in
our analysis (i.e. divide each year by the mean
weight).
Based on data availability, four health outcomes were
chosen: self-assessed health, long-standing health problems,
smoking status and obesity. Self-assessed health was generated based on a question which was framed in a way similar
to “how is your health in general?”, and was recoded into a
binary variable indicating whether the respondent had lessthan-good self-assessed health. Long-standing health problems was a binary variable measuring whether or not the
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respondent reported any long-standing health problems.
Smoking status was measured as whether the respondent
was a current smoker. Obesity was based on the body mass
index (BMI) of 30 or higher, calculated from the measured
or self-reported height and weight (kg/m2). The precise
survey questions and answer categories varied slightly between countries, but consistency over time was retained in
all countries (Additional file 1: Table SA1).
Socioeconomic position was measured by the highest
level of education completed or currently being attended
by a person. It was harmonized on the basis of the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED)
and reclassified into 3 categories: levels 0–2 (no, primary
or lower secondary education, considered “low-educated”),
levels 3–4 (upper secondary and post-secondary nontertiary education, considered “middle-educated”), levels
5–6 (tertiary education, considered “high-educated”). Details in the classification of education in England are
reported in the Additional file 1: Table SA2). Comparable
indicators for other measures of socioeconomic position,
such as occupational class or income level, were not available in all surveys.
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beginning year of the treatment condition)). β3 is the key
parameter (further referred to as “two-way interaction”
parameter) that quantifies the difference in the trend between the two conditions. In order to make a causal interpretation, the assumption we need is that in the absence of
the strategy, the trend in health among low-educated
people in 2000–2010 (treatment condition) would have
been the same as the trend in health in 1990–2000 (control
condition).
In a second step, in order to assess whether there is a
more favourable trend in health inequalities after the
introduction of the strategy, we made a comparison between the changes in improvement of health between
low- and high-educated people. Therefore, we introduced
an additional difference, i.e. the difference between lowand high-educated people, into the regression, by adding
the binary variable for education, and all possible interactions with education in the equation.
The model can be written as:
outcomeist ¼ β0 þ β1 endyear t þ β2 policyperiod s
þ β3 endyear t  policyperiods
þ β4 leduist þ β5 leduist  endyear t

Statistical methods

Our analysis started with a comparison of changes in
health occurring between 1990 and 2000 (control condition) and those occurring between 2000 and 2010 (treatment condition) among low-educated people in England.
We assessed whether there was a larger improvement of
health among low-educated people in England after the
introduction of the strategy than before the introduction
of the strategy.
The model for this analysis can be written as:
outcomeist ¼ β0 þ β1 endyear t þ β2 policyperiod s
þβ3 endyear t  policyperiod s þ X ist

where outcomeist is one of the chosen health measures of
individual i in period s and year t, β0 is a constant, endyeart
is a dummy indicating whether it is the end year of each
period, policyperiods is a dummy indicating whether it is
the period 2000–2010 (treatment period), endyeart*policyperiods is the interaction between endyeart and policyperiods, Xist represents the control variables which are age and
sex. For the period 1990–2000, policyperiods was 0, and
endyeart was 0 for data from 1990 and was 1 for data from
2000. For the period 2000–2010, policyperiods was 1, and
endyeart was 0 for data from 2000 and was 1 for data from
2010. The β1 coefficient measures the trend in health in
the control condition (i.e. trend in 1990–2000). β2 measures the difference in the level of health between the control and treatment condition at the beginning (i.e.
difference in health between the year 1990 (the beginning
year of the control condition) and the year 2000 (the

þ β6 leduist  policyperiod s
þ β7 leduist  endyear t  policyperiod s þ X ist

where a new variable leduist indicating whether the respondent is low-educated, and the interactions between
leduist and other variables were added. Now β7 is the key
parameter (further referred to as “three-way interaction”
parameter), which quantifies the difference between low
and high educated in the difference in the trend between
the two periods. In other words, this assessed whether
the trend in health inequalities in England was different
in the period 2000–2010 as compared to the period
1990–2000. In order to interpret this as the effect of the
strategy, the assumption we need to make is that, in the
absence of the strategy, the trend in health inequalities
in both periods would have been the same. This model
was also applied, independently, to the three comparison
countries.
In the last and our main step, we added each of the comparison countries separately to the analysis of the English
data, following the idea of “difference-in-differences analysis” [2, 60]. Our aim was to investigate whether the
changes in trends in health inequalities between 1990–2000
and 2000–2010 were more favourable in England than
those in the three comparison countries. The rationale, as
mentioned in the introduction, is that even if there is no
more reduction in health inequalities after the implementation of the strategy than before, the changes in trends in
England could still be more favourable than those in other
European countries that have done less to reduce health
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inequalities. Therefore, we pooled data from England and
each of the comparison countries, and added an additional
difference, i.e. the difference between England and the comparison country, into the regression, by adding a dummy
for England and the corresponding interactions. Here the
difference in trend in health inequalities between the period
1990–2000 and 2000–2010 in the comparison country was
regarded as the control condition.
The model can be written as:
outcomeistj ¼ ðβ0 þ β1 endyear tj þ β2 policyperiod sj
þ β3 endyear tj  policyperiod sj
þ β4 leduistj þ β5 leduistj  endyear tj
þ β6 leduistj  policyperiod sj
þ β7 leduistj  endyear tj  policyperiod sj
0

0

0

þ X istj Þ þ ðβ0 þ β1 endyear tj þ β2 policyperiod sj
0

þ β3 endyear tj  policyperiod sj
0

0

þ β4 leduistj þ β5 leduistj  endyear tj
0

þ β6 leduistj  policyperiod sj
0

þ β7 leduistj  endyear tj  policyperiod sj
þX istj Þ  england j

where outcomeistj is one of the chosen health measures
of individual i in period s, year t and country j. Now
β'7, the coefficient of the quadruple interaction term
“leduistj*endyeartj*policyperiodsj*englandj”, is the key
parameter of this model (further referred to as “four-way
interaction” parameter), which quantifies the difference
between the “three-way interaction” parameter of England
and that of each comparison country. In other words, it
assesses whether changes in trends in health inequalities
observed in England after the implementation of its
programme, were more favourable than those in other
countries without such a programme. In order to make a
causal interpretation, the assumption is that in the absence of the strategy, the changes in trends in health inequalities between the two periods in England would have
been the same as those in the comparison countries.
Logistic regression was used in all the analyses. When
the outcomes are non-linear, as in the case of binary
outcomes, difference-in-difference models for nonlinear models (such as logistic regression) are to be preferred [54]. The interpretation of the interaction terms
in difference-in-differences logistic models is essentially
similar to that in the more common linear models, except that they indicate the relative change of the odds
of the health outcome in the treatment group relative
to that in the control group, instead of the absolute
change of the rate of the health outcome in the treatment group minus that in the control group. Robust
standard errors were used to account for potential
heteroskedasticity. Unweighted results are reported in

the results section. Analysis with weighting factors when
available are reported in the appendix as a sensitivity analysis (Additional file 1: Table SA3).
All regression analyses were performed in Stata 13.1.
Results with a p-value lower than 0.1 were regarded as
significant. The specific significance level was indicated
for each significant result. The coding of the variables
and more explanations are reported in the appendix.

Results
Summary statistics of key variables are presented in
Table 2. Compared to the three comparison countries, the
sample in England appeared to have a more equal distribution of the three education categories, a relatively lower
proportion of less-than-good self-assessed health, a higher
proportion of long-standing health problems, an average
level of smoking prevalence, but a much higher rate of
obesity.
The main results are reported in Table 3. The full model
results are reported in the appendix. The “two-way interaction” parameter estimates for low-educated people in
England show that more favourable trends after 2000 were
found in all health measures, although not statistically significant for obesity. A favourable change in trend is shown
by odds ratios (OR) that are smaller than 1. For example,
although the odds of less-than-good self-assessed health
increased during both periods (Fig. 1a), the increase of the
odds in 2000–2010 was 24 % less than that in 1990–2000
(OR = 0.76, p < 0.01). Similarly, although the odds of being
a current smokers decreased during both periods (Fig. 1c),
the decrease of the odds in 2000–2010 was 18 % more
than that in 1990–2000 (OR = 0.82, p < 0.05).
Table 3 also presents the “three-way interaction” parameter estimates for each country, which tested the differences in trends in health inequalities between 1990–2000
and 2000–2010. An odds ratio below 1.00 indicates that
the trend in health inequalities was more favourable in the
2000s (i.e., less increase or more decrease). All three-way
interactions were statistically non-significant in England,
implying that trends in health inequalities after 2000 did
not significantly differ from those observed in the 1990s.
As shown in Fig. 1, this is because high-educated people
also experienced favourable changes in trends after 2000.
For the Netherlands, all three-way interactions were also
statistically non-significant. Finland showed a significantly
less favourable trend in inequalities in obesity after 2000
(OR = 1.90, p < 0.1). A more favourable change in trends
of inequalities in obesity after 2000 was found in Italy
(OR = 0.76, p < 0.1).
The results of the “four-way interaction” parameter estimates are reported in the last part of Table 3, which
tested the differences in the “three-way interaction” parameter estimates between England and the comparison
countries. An odds ratio below 1.00 indicates that the
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Table 2 Summary statistics of key variables, pooled for all years in each country
England
N
Number of respondents

Finland
%

22,442

N

The Netherlands
%

14,296

N

Italy
%

18,353

N

%

204,963

Gender
Male

10,255

46 %

6654

47 %

8712

47 %

99,888

49 %

Female

12,187

54 %

7642

53 %

9641

53 %

105,075

51 %

Age
16-25

3057

14 %

1874

13 %

2816

15 %

32,779

16 %

26–35

4102

18 %

1959

14 %

3484

19 %

37,242

18 %

36–45

4366

19 %

2208

15 %

3627

20 %

37,626

18 %

46–55

3787

17 %

2181

15 %

3179

17 %

34,499

17 %

56–65

3403

15 %

2096

15 %

2648

15 %

30,930

15 %

66–79

3727

17 %

3978

28 %

2599

14 %

31,887

16 %

ISCED 0–2

7796

36 %

4277

34 %

7880

43 %

125,976

61 %

ISCED 3–4

8127

37 %

6037

48 %

6538

36 %

64,068

31 %

ISCED 5–6

5864

27 %

2179

18 %

3877

21 %

14,919

8%

missing

655

3%

1803

13 %

58

0%

0

0%

Education

Self-assessed health
Less-than-good

5311

24 %

5668

40 %

4155

23 %

–

–

Good or above

17,115

76 %

8522

60 %

14,197

77 %

–

–

Missing

16

0%

106

0%

1

0%

–

–

Long-standing health problems
Yes

9338

42 %

–

–

6298

34 %

–

–

No

13,094

58 %

–

–

12,050

66 %

–

–

Missing

10

0%

–

–

5

0%

–

–

Current smoker

5812

26 %

3409

25 %

5154

33 %

52,622

26 %

Ex or never smoker

16,527

74 %

10,380

75 %

10,571

67 %

151,675

74 %

Missing

103

0%

507

3%

2628

14 %

666

0%

Yes

4087

21 %

1778

13 %

–

–

17,266

9%

No

15,568

79 %

12,238

87 %

–

–

181,925

91 %

Missing

2787

12 %

280

2%

–

–

5772

3%

Smoking status

Obesity

The population distribution for each variable is given as % of subjects, excluding those with missing information. The % missing for each variable is given as a %
of total subjects

change in trends of inequalities was more favourable in
England than in the comparison countries (i.e., a stronger change towards decreasing inequalities, or a weaker
change towards increasing inequalities). Results showed
that changes in trends of inequalities after 2000 were
not statistically significantly different between England
and any of the other countries, with the single exception
of obesity for which the change was less favourable in
England than in Italy (OR = 1.64, p < 0.05).
Using the amount of smoking per day among the current
smokers as the health outcome did not change our

conclusions (reported in the appendix, together with the full
model results of the other outcomes). Essentially similar
results were obtained in a sensitivity analysis (Additional file
1: Table SA3), where weighting factors were incorporated
when available. Trends in the health outcomes in the comparison countries during the study period are also reported
in the Additional files 2, 3 and 4: Figure SA1, SA2, and SA3.
Additionally adding age square and the interaction between
age and sex in the regressions to account for a potential
nonlinear or sex-specific effect of age on health did not
essentially change our results (available upon request).
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Table 3 “Two-way interaction” parameter estimates comparing the
trends in health between 1990s and 2000s, “three-way interaction”
parameter estimates comparing the trends in health inequalities
between 1990s and 2000s, and “four-way interaction” parameter
estimates comparing the “three-way interaction” parameter
estimates between countries
Odds ratios (logistic)
Less-than-good
Long-standing
Smoker Obesity
self-assessed health health problems
1. Two-way interaction parameter estimatesa
England
(low-edu)

0.76***

0.78***

0.82**

0.97

(0.064)

(0.065)

(0.073)

(0.097)

2. Three-way interaction parameter estimatesb
England

Finland

1.22

0.95

1.19

1.25

(0.197)

(0.125)

(0.182)

(0.213)

0.78

–

1.28

1.90*

(0.173)

–

(0.308)

(0.652)

1.16

1.00

–

The
1.18
Netherlands
(0.221)
Italy

(0.181)

(0.165)

–

–

–

0.97

0.76*

–

–

(0.072)

(0.121)

3. Four-way interaction parameter estimatesc
England vs
Finland

1.57

–

0.93

0.66

(0.433)

–

(0.267)

(0.253)

0.82

1.20

–

(0.167)

(0.270)

–

–

–

1.23

1.64**

–

–

(0.209)

(0.383)

England
1.04
vs the
(0.257)
Netherlands
England vs
Italy

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
a
Based on the “two-way interaction” analysis for low-educated people in
England. An odds ratio below 1.00 indicates a larger health improvement in
the period 2000–2010 than in the period 1990–2000
b
Based on the “three-way interaction” analysis within each country. An odds
ratio below 1.00 indicates a more favourable trend in health inequalities in the
period 2000–2010 than in the period 1990–2000
c
Based on the “four-way interaction” analysis for England and each of the
comparison countries. An odds ratio below 1.0 indicates a more favourable
change (between 1990–2000 and 2000–2010) in the trend in health
inequalities in England as compared to the other country

Discussion
Summary of findings

After the implementation of the English strategy, more
favourable trends in some health indicators were observed
among low-educated people, but trends in health inequalities in 2000–2010 in England were not more favourable
than those observed in the period 1990–2000. For most
health indicators, changes in trends of health inequalities
after 2000 in England were also not statistically significantly different from those seen in the other countries.
Strengths and limitations

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to evaluate the population-level effects of the English

strategy comparing trends in health inequalities in
England before and after the implementation of the
strategy, and between England and countries without a
national programme to reduce health inequalities. We
assessed whether there were larger improvements of
health or health inequalities in England after the introduction of the strategy as compared to the pre-treatment
trends, and simultaneously incorporated each of the
comparison countries into the analysis to assess whether
the changes in trends in health inequalities observed in
England between the period 2000–2010 and the period
1990–2000 were more favourable than those in other
countries without such a programme. For these analyses
we developed a modified difference-in-difference analysis, based on a four-way interaction framework (education*time*policy*country) that may also be useful for
the evaluation of other programs and interventions to
tackle health inequalities. However, our study also has a
number of potential weaknesses that need to be taken
into account in interpreting our findings.
Our positive findings of changes in trends for the low
educated in England will be biased if in the absence of
the strategy, trends in health among the low educated
would also have been more favourable in the second
than in the first period. Potential reasons could include
changes in major background causes of ill health not targeted by the strategy, resulting in, for example, less unemployment or higher incomes among lower educated.
These changes should then be unique to England, since
more favourable trends in health among the low educated in the period 2000–2010 were not generally observed in the comparison countries (Additional file 1:
Table SA4). We consider this unlikely, and therefore
think that the more favourable changes in trends among
the low educated in England can be interpreted as possible effects of the English strategy on health outcomes
in this group.
Analogously, our finding of an absence of significant
differences in trends in inequalities before and after the
implementation of the strategy in England will be biased
if in the absence of the strategy, trends in health inequalities would have been less favourable in the second than
in the first period. One possible candidate for a background factor which may have increased health inequalities is the Great Recession that started in the late 2000s,
which may have been especially harmful for the health
of vulnerable populations and may have increased health
inequalities [4, 14, 57]. However, there are two reasons
why we believe the resulting bias can only be very limited. First, our last measure is for 2010, i.e. shortly after
the recession started, and several of our health measures
(e.g. long-standing health problems and obesity) are not
likely to change within 1–2 years. Second, and more importantly, we compared the changes of trends in health
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Fig. 1 Trends in self-reported health outcomes in England by education

inequalities in England to those in 3 comparison countries that also went through the recession and we found
the changes in trends in England were not significantly
more favourable. One remaining concern is that if the
effect of the recession on health inequalities was different for each country, our results may still be biased.
However, in order to mask the effect of the English strategy, England should be the country in which health inequalities were most affected by the recession. This is
unlikely, given that the UK had similar or even smaller
percentage decreases of GDP and employment as compared to Italy and Finland during the period of recession
[9], and the UK did not show an increase in inequalities
in self-reported health and some other health measures
caused by the recession [3, 4]. We therefore think that
the absence of more favourable changes in health inequalities in England can be interpreted as evidence for
the absence of an effect of the English strategy on health
inequalities. Changes in social mobility could also affect
the degree of inequalities over time, but it is unclear
whether a rise in social mobility would lead to wider or
narrower health inequalities [7].
The validity of the comparison with the three other
countries also hinges on whether trends in inequalities in
health before the implementation of the English strategy
were the same in England and the other countries, and
whether other countries have indeed done much less than

England to reduce health inequalities. Kunst et al. [37]
investigated trends in socioeconomic inequalities in selfassessed health in 10 European countries between the
1980’s and 1990’s. Their analyses showed a high degree of
stability of socioeconomic inequalities in self-assessed
health across the 10 countries, which included England,
Finland, Italy and the Netherlands. Trends in educational
inequalities in self-assessed health between 1980 and 1990
appeared to be similar in all four comparison countries,
with the exception of males in Italy. In our own analysis,
the changes in the odds ratios of educational inequalities in
self-assessed health between 1980 and 1990 also appeared
to be similar in all four comparison countries, with the
exception of males in Italy. A possible improvement on
our approach is the creation of a weighted “synthetic”
control group, including several comparison countries [1].
In this innovative approach, weights are calculated such
that the resulting synthetic control group best reproduces
the values of a set of predictors of health inequalities in
England before the implementation of the English strategy.
We recommend to explore the usefulness of this approach
for cross-national policy evaluations in future studies.
As stated in the introduction, there can be little doubt
that England has done more to reduce health inequalities, but efforts to reduce health inequalities were not
completely absent in the other countries. For example,
by building a systematic evidence-base for interventions
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and policies, the Dutch government pursued a researchbased approach to tackle socioeconomic inequalities in
health [49]. Some of the recommendations were adopted
by health policy-makers and health care practice, although more so at the local than at the national level
[50]. Nevertheless, the absence of a reduction in health
inequalities in the comparison countries suggests that it
is unlikely that we have missed major policy effects.
Policies not specifically implemented with the purpose
to reduce inequalities potentially could have influenced
our findings. For example, the Dutch government increased the health care expenditure after 2001 [56]. Italy
introduced a much more comprehensive smoke-free legislation in 2005, which made public transport completely
smoke-free and extended coverage to bars and restaurants
[13]. These policies could affect our results if their impacts
were larger among lower as compared to higher socioeconomic groups. However, the extent to which these policies
effectively reduce health inequalities is still rather unknown [10, 43]. Moreover, such policy changes are often
specific to one country or one health outcome. Given that
we have used three comparison countries and different
health outcomes, and observe no significant decline of
health inequalities in the comparison countries, it seems
unlikely that such policies have influenced our findings
substantially.
The validity of our analysis would also be compromised
if the composition of the population would have changed
differently in England as compared to the comparison
countries. This “common composition” assumption would
be violated if the UK had larger inward migration of persons with poorer or better health than the comparison
countries. However, there is no evidence that changes in
population composition are substantially different between
these countries, as shown by statistics on the distribution
of foreigners in European countries in 1980 and in 2000
[58]. Moreover, participation of migrants in surveys is
usually low, so the potential for bias in our findings by
immigration is also low.
Our analysis is limited by the fact that we have only
used data on self-reported health measures obtained from
the survey data (self-assessed health, long-standing health
problems, smoking and obesity), and not on life expectancy and infant mortality, the overall targets of the English
strategy. The main reason for this is the lack of comparable data for a sufficient number of countries and correct
time-periods. There is evidence suggesting that inequalities in infant mortality between manual and non-manual
occupational groups started to decrease in England after
2007 [5]—a possible effect of the English strategy which
we have missed in our study. The only mortality outcome
for which we could repeat our analyses is all-cause mortality in England and Finland (see Additional file 1: Table
SA5). The analysis shows that the trend in mortality
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among the low educated in England was more favourable
after the year 2000 than before, and that there was a
smaller increase of inequalities in mortality in England
after the year 2000 than before. However, the trend in
inequalities in England was not statistically significantly
different from that observed in Finland, which is consistent with our findings based on the survey data.
The two general health measures used in our analysis
have been widely used in other comparative studies [12, 47]
and have been shown to be reliable and valid indicators of
general health and well-being [51]. They are also more
likely to be changed in a short time span than mortality.
The latter is also true for smoking, but less so for obesity.
As explained in the introduction, favourable trends in inequalities in the chosen measures could reasonably be expected as a result of the English strategy, either because it
directly targeted these outcomes (as in the case of smoking
and obesity) or because it had more generalized effects beyond mortality (as in the case of self-assessed health and
long-standing health problems). However, there is a potential concern that the implementation of the English strategy
may change the willingness to report health problems of
the respondents. It is therefore important to repeat our
analysis with mortality and other more objective outcomes
directly relevant for the strategy, if adequate data can be
found.
We have used education as an indicator of socioeconomic position, which is one of the common socioeconomic indicators used in measuring health inequalities in
European countries [12, 23, 37, 48]. Furthermore, education is strongly (albeit not perfectly) associated with both
occupational class and income, and trends in health inequalities by education are often similar to those by occupational class or income [29]. However, the objectives of
the English strategy were phrased in terms of occupational
class or area-based deprivation. Comparable measures of
occupational class or area-based deprivation were not
available in our data. We believe that it is reasonable to
assume that policies that have effectively reduced inequalities in health by occupational class or area-based
deprivation, will also have reduced inequalities in health
by education. To the extent however, that the effect on
the first was larger than that on the second, our use of
education as socioeconomic indicator may have led to
underestimation of the effect of the English strategy.
We therefore recommend replication of our findings in
a cross-national framework with other socioeconomic
indicators, if these can be found.
We adjusted for gender in all analyses, in order to increase statistical power. Because trends in health outcomes may differ between men and women, especially for
smoking [26], we repeated the analyses stratified by gender (see Additional file 1: Tables SA6 and SA7). Among
both men and women, for most of the health indicators
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changes in trends of health inequalities after 2000 in
England were not statistically significantly different from
those seen in the other countries. Out of 22 four-way
interactions, only two showed more favourable trends in
inequalities in England as compared to one of the other
countries: long-standing health problems among men as
compared to the Netherlands, and amount of smoking
among women as compared to Italy.
In all countries, the response rate of the survey went
down overtime, except in the Netherlands where it went
up (Additional file 1: Table SA1). If the non-response
population mainly consisted of people with low socioeconomic status or bad health, a decreasing response
rate may potentially lead to more favourable trends in
health inequalities. This might have biased the comparison between England and the Netherlands (but not the
other two comparison countries). In our analysis, data
from 3 years with 10-year gaps were used for each country. Although the choice of year is meaningful (the period
of 2000–2010 is the period when the main effects of
the strategy could be expected and the period of 1990–
2000 is a comparable period when the strategy had not
yet been generally implemented), the limited number
of years implies that our measure of change may be
unreliable. Further study may consider to repeat our
analysis by using time-series data if available, which
can help to model the trends better and improve the
robustness. We mainly focused on the odds ratios of
the core parameters and their statistical significance in
the models, since these parameters could directly answer our study questions. In order to interpret the results better, future research may consider to present
the predicted probabilities and use them to calculate
meaningful results, such as the potential health or
health inequalities in England in 2010 if it followed the
trends of health or health inequalities in Finland. This
was not done in our analysis since most of the “fourway interaction” parameters were insignificant.
Interpretation

Taking into account the trends in inequalities before the
implementation of the strategy in England and the
trends in the other three European countries, we found
that the effects of the English strategy on inequalities in
self-assessed health, long-standing health problems,
smoking and obesity were limited. Our study confirms
previous evaluations which have also not found clear
effects of the English strategy on the population level
[19–21]. Although evaluation studies have sometimes
found positive effects in specific sections of the population, e.g. small but significant reductions in the absolute
and relative rate gaps in smoking prevalence between
Spearhead areas and others [8], and some beneficial effects of the Sure Start Local Programmes on children
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and their families living in deprived communities [52],
the general consensus is that population-level effects
have been largely absent. A possible exception might be
tackling inequalities in infant and maternal health outcomes, where a national support team was established
and some positive results were reported [22].
The potential reasons for why the English strategy was
not more successful have been discussed in some reviews
[20, 21, 25, 28, 30, 34, 40, 41]. One widely acknowledged
reason is that the design of the English strategy was not
based on policies or interventions with proven effectiveness in reducing health inequalities [6, 27, 38, 40, 41].
This is partly because of the reality that the current
evidence for the effectiveness of policies is limited. Another reason is that the English strategy might have
chosen the wrong entry-points. Mackenbach [41] pointed
out that the strategy spent resources on entry-points
which were irrelevant for life expectancy or infant mortality, at least within the chosen time frame. Marmot [21]
noticed that the strategy had not systematically addressed
the background causes of ill health and had relied more
on tackling proximal causes (such as smoking). The inadequate delivery of the English strategy was also criticized
[21, 40, 41].
The detected trends in inequalities in the three comparison countries are also not generally consistent with
the efforts that have been made in each country in reducing health inequalities. Finland, which has a long
tradition in eliminating inequalities [35] showed less
favourable trends (although many not statistically significant) in inequalities in several outcomes in recent
years as compared to the 1990s. Italy, which has made
less efforts to tackle health inequalities, displayed decreasing trends in inequalities in all available measures,
although significant decreases could only be shown in
inequalities in obesity. Similar findings are reported in
the literature on trends in health inequalities in Europe,
and has been attributed to the fact that Italy is relatively
late in many modern epidemic transitions [45, 46]. Apparently, more effective policies together with a deeper exploration of the causes for changes in health inequalities
are needed.

Conclusions
In this rigorous analysis comparing trends in health inequalities in England both over time and between countries, we could not detect a favourable effect of the English
strategy on national trends in educational inequalities in
self-assessed health, long-standing health problems, smoking or obesity. However, our analysis illustrates the usefulness of a modified difference-in-difference approach for
assessing the impact of policies on population-level health
inequalities.
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